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Project Background and 
Objectives

Euromonitor International is collaborating with Austrade in delivering such 

services via the provision of enhanced market intelligence reports that help 

Australian exporters make informed decisions. 

The key objectives of the research are as follows: 

• Understanding market volume and dynamics

• Evaluating the role played by local production versus trade

• Assessing the different channel/customer preferences and wider 

implications these have on demand for Australian products

• Understanding distribution landscape in terms of key players operating 

within the different channels

• Understanding pricing dynamics across different channels and the 

impact on demand for Australian products

• Evaluating competitive environment to assess Australian products’ 

positioning

• Assessing import and trade regulations

In December 2020, Austrade was allocated AUD42.9 million in funding to 

boost its support for Australian agri-food exporters. 

Austrade primarily focuses its services on impact and reach. As part of its 

services, Austrade aims to increase assistance to an additional 2,000 agri-

food exporters each year, as well as work with industry bodies to deliver 

specific advice to exporters about opportunities in existing and new 

markets. 

© Euromonitor International
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Overview of the research methodology implemented

TEMPLATE PRODUCTION 
AND DATABASE ACCESS

ANALYSIS AND 
REPORTING

PROJECT ALIGNMENT 
AND KICK-OFF

PRIMARY RESEARCH AND 
TRADE DATA COLLECTION

• Development of research templates 

and an initial draft reporting 

template

• Central sweep of publicly available 

sources, including governmental 

and quasi-governmental sources,

as well as trade associations, 

industry publications and analyst 

groups tracking agricultural trade 

and market conditions • N = 3 interviews

• Triangulation of results to create a 

consensus output

• Multi-layer quality control

• Delivery of the final report 

(including the presentation pack, ie 

a highly visual executive summary 

of key findings)

• Austrade review, commentary, and 

report refinement and finalisation

• Project alignment discussion on 

processes, objectives, goals, 

communication responsibilities/ 

frequency, reporting needs and 

timeline

• Knowledge transfer

• Trade data extraction

• Online audits to understand 

distribution landscape

• Discussions with key players 

including, but not limited to 

importers, distributors, retailers, 

and industry associations
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List of stores audited and companies interviewed in Vietnam

Calisa Food, Nationwide

Hai San Bien Dong, Nationwide

New Fresh Food, Nationwide

Royal Seafood, Nationwide

Seafood Island, Nationwide

Tiki, Nationwide

Stores audited online

For the purpose of this research, Euromonitor International conducted detailed store audits in May-June 2021 and trade interviews with the following 

companies:

Royal Seafood, Importer/Foodservice

Calisa Food, Importer

Research Institute of Marine Fisheries, Government body

In-depth trade interviews conducted
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Volume consumption of abalone in Vietnam is forecast a positive CAGR of 9.7% over 2021-2025. This is 
attributed to increasing demand for nutritious products and affordable luxury lifestyles of middle-high-
income consumers. In addition, the increase in accessibility to and availability of both local and 
imported products means end-consumers have better awareness and ability to buy such products.

The key consumption channel is foodservice which accounts for 85% of total local consumption.

Retail value sales are in line with consumption volume, expected to post a 7.7% CAGR over 2021-2025. 
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Increase in middle-high-income class, demand for nutritious dishes along with more abundant 
abalone sources influence overall consumption
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Abalone Consumption in Vietnam 2018-2025
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Source: Euromonitor International estimates based on trade data and confirmation from in-depth trade 
interviews

• In general, consumption volume is set to increase at a CAGR of 21.9% 
from 2021 to 2025 as post-COVID-19 conditions improve greatly. 

• The current contribution of imports amounts to 52.6% in 2020 and is 
expected to reach 75.5% by 2025. 

• Imported abalone are widely popular across up-scale restaurants and 
supermarkets, and with the rising number of middle-income 
consumers, demand for imported abalone is anticipated to grow 
further over the forecast period.

• Total consumption growth is expected to remain healthy at a CAGR of 
21.9% over 2021-2025. This is anticipated to be driven by rising 
product availability, both imported and locally-produced abalone. 
Consumption or demand for imported abalone (mainly in live/fresh 
formats) is influenced by the desire to consume more nutrition-packed 
food to enhance overall wellbeing. Locally-produced abalone provide 
cost-effective healthy alternatives for price-sensitive consumers. 

Abalone
Total consumption: 
179.5 tonnes, 2020
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Local production is targeting sustainable growth by improving onshore farming techniques for growing 
abalone instead of depending heavily on wild-caught abalone from the sea which is highly influenced 
by seasonality. As a result, total production domestically is expected to post a 7% CAGR from 2021 to 
2025 and achieve 114 tonnes by 2025.

Despite the large volume, local production supply is not stable and is still in the early stage of 
innovation to ensure high-quality products to sell at better margins. The production is not commercially 
strong in terms of branding and distribution, as it is being supplied through scattered individuals and 
small retailers or foodservice providers.
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Local production may gradually move towards reduced dependency on natural catches

Abalone Production in Vietnam 2018-2025

Source: Euromonitor International estimates based on in-depth interview with government 
body
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• Local production of abalone currently accounts for more than 40% 

of consumption but only focuses on online buyers or small local 
restaurants/foodservice providers due to its lower quality. Total 
local production volume is split between farming (30%) and wild 
catches (70%). This high dependence on natural sources makes 
local abalone sourcing unstable and influenced significantly by 
seasonality, which leads to fluctuation in market prices. 

• To improve the seasonality situation, the local government body in 
charge of developing farming methods (Research Institute of 
Marine Fisheries - RIMF) plans to reduce natural abalone sourcing 
to just 35% by 2025. 

• The forecast CAGR, from 2021 to 2025, is expected to be around 
7% thanks to the potential onshore farming is expected to realise. 
RIMF is helping local farmers to practise raising 3-hole abalone 
using an artificial implanting technique.

Abalone
Production CAGR, 2021-2025: 7.0%
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Imported abalone into Vietnam are expected to see a 30% CAGR (albeit from a small base) from 2021 
to 2025 to meet volume consumption levels prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. The main exporting 
countries for abalone to Vietnam are South Korea and Australia due in part to their high quality and 
advantages of free trade agreements. There is reported a small quantity of imports from China in 
frozen format with unclear origin. 
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Despite imports accounting for less than 8% of total consumption in 2020, forecasts are 
expected to be positive, mainly on the back of increasing consumer appreciation for quality
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International Trade Dynamics 2018-2025

Source: Euromonitor International estimates based on Trade Map data and confirmation from trade 
interview with relevant authority.
Note: Abalone covers HS codes 030781, 030783, 030787 and 030789
Import and export forecasts are made without extensively analysing trade and non-trade barriers. The 
forecasts are based on historic performance and prospects for local production as gathered from trade 
discussions.
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• Imports of abalone have been growing, but for 2020, mainly on 
the grounds of high quality compared to local production. 

• Key importing countries to Vietnam include South Korea and 
Australia as the most popular for either fresh or frozen abalone. 
While there are others, supply is not that significant, such as 
from New Zealand (for fresh or chilled abalone) and China (for 
frozen and processed abalone).

• Imports are expected to see strong volume growth with a CAGR 
of 30% over 2021-2025 in order to re-gain pre-pandemic 
volume. Some importers, during research, were found to also re-
sell to Chinese wholesalers via un-official cross-border 
transactions thus circumventing the ban on direct imports 
between China and Australia. 

Abalone
30 % CAGR Imports, 2021-2025
0.0 % CAGR Exports, 2021-2025



• Australian abalone are well known for their superior quality and origin trustworthiness, especially via 

online purchase.

• The typical buyers of Australian abalone are well-known international restaurants and wealthy 

individuals.

• Due to premium segmentation, the price of Australian brands is high, usually double the Korean average 

price of each abalone variant or 3-4 times higher than local and Chinese abalone in frozen format. 

Australia

13 tonnes (9.6%), 1,200% 2018-2019

AUD564,000 (11.0%), 401% 2018-2019

China

South Korea is the leading importer to Vietnam, thanks to strong trade relationships

• South Korea leads among imported abalone with its reasonable price range and good quality. The most 

common abalone formats are fresh and frozen.

• In addition, the availability and accessibility of Korean abalone pushes its popularity, with many 

companies in partnership with the production hub in South Korea.

• Korea’s Exporter Federation sponsors annual promotion campaigns for importers to increase 

awareness in the mass market.

13EXPORT MARKET DEVELOPMENT GUIDEBOOK: TRADE DYNAMICS

South Korea

119 tonnes (88.1%), 417.4% 2018-2019

AUD4,522,000 (87.9%), 3.9% 2018-2019

© Euromonitor International Source: Euromonitor International estimates based on in-depth trade interviews with local authorities and key importers.

• Small volumes (unreported) of Chinese abalone are easily delivered into Vietnam through cross-border 

deals with local wholesalers. 

• The most common formats of Chinese abalone sold in Vietnam are frozen or canned.

AUD10,000 (0.2%), 7.5% 2018-2019



“Although Australian abalone have good awareness among customers, their high price 

makes them more affordable to restaurants rather than retail. Because of this, the 

Korean abalone which is at two thirds the price of Australian abalone get favoured by 

more customer types."

© Euromonitor International

- Ms. Helen Minh Hang - Vice Director of Calisa Food
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“Australian abalone are only used by our foodservice partners who are large 

restaurants. Besides, the proportion of Australian abalone in our sales is only 5% as we 

see a higher death rate among this origin than Korean ones."

- Ms. Phu - Head of Importing Department, Royal Seafood

Supporting qualitative commentary highlighting what is driving the total consumption in 

value and volume (key growth

Australian abalone are positioned as the most high-end and nutritious products in the market. However due to their high price, the 

consumer base for Australian abalone is more selective and restricted than that for Korean abalone.

Source: Image from Euromonitor International’s store audits carried out in May 2021 



Channel and Consumer Preferences
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Abalone in Vietnam are mainly consumed by retailing or foodservice activities. While the growth driver in 
retailing is from rising demand among the middle-high-income class and better accessibility of online retail, 
foodservice reflects a trend towards nutritious and high-end dishes.

The customer preference and trends also affect the choice of abalone origin and format. Imported fresh 

abalone are more widely used in foodservice while retailing is characterised by more diverse formats from 
live to chilled to local or imported products. E-commerce on the other hand is dynamic with all types of 
origin, variants and price, while importers/distributors’ own retail outlets remain a key channel for the 
supply of abalone.



Availability of abalone through retailing raises awareness and more consumption occasions 
among Vietnamese consumers

EXPORT MARKET DEVELOPMENT GUIDEBOOK: RETAIL CHANNELS

Increasing middle-high-income class push higher 
demand for abalone

Abalone are highly popular during festive seasons 
and special occasions

Middle-high-income households have a greater

tendency to try luxury foods with trustworthy

origins. This customer base is consequently

pushing demand for abalone, especially through

the supermarkets/hypermarkets channel as they

trust these outlets to offer good quality produce.

Consumers’ rising awareness of healthy diets

encourages the consumption of protein-rich

foods such as abalone.

Consumption of premium food ingredients such as

abalone is especially high during specific seasons

or occasions in Vietnam including Lunar New Year,

Mid-Autumn Festival or special parties for family

members.

In Vietnam, women/housewives look to buy

reasonably-priced abalone that also offer good

quality and serving size. Korean abalone are

typically preferred in such circumstances.

Home-made dishes containing abalone are rising in 
popularity

Abalone dishes such as abalone soup continue to

benefit from a healthy image and are favoured by

consumers looking to maintain their immune

systems and stay healthy, especially in the context

of the ongoing pandemic.

The availability of abalone through main retailing

channels and e-commerce makes them more

accessible to consumers when considering home-

cooking of such products.



Australian abalone have good presence across key retail channels, especially online and 
importers’ retailing stores
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• Most popular formats in this channel are live and 

chilled abalone from South Korea and Australia 

with various pack sizes and types. Live Korean 

abalone are usually sold in sizes of 10-12 abalone 

per kg and live Australian in sizes of 3-4 abalones 

per kg for premium size or 6-7 abalones for small 

size. Chilled tiger abalone from Australia come in 

sizes from 1-6 per pack. Common chilled 

Australian abalone importers include Tasmanian 

Seafoods Pty and Nissi.

• This channel does not sell local abalone in order 

to maintain its image of specialising in imported 

abalone brands.

Importers/Distributors’ Retail Stores

• The e-commerce channel has a wider variety of abalone in 

terms of origin, formats and pack size or type. The most 

common remain Australian and Korean (fresh or chilled) 

with the same pack sizes as sold offline. A few frozen 

Chinese abalone with no clear label are also sold, at times 

promoted as Korean frozen products.

• Other abalone pack types such as salted can or cooked 

plastic-packaged abalone, usually from China and Australia, 

(Ocean Road) are also available.

• The common Australian chilled abalone found is in 1kg 

packs.

E-Commerce Supermarkets/Hypermarkets

• Supermarkets are used by importers and large 

distributors to reach a larger base of end-consumers 

and create better awareness. They rent spots with 

monthly fixed fees and share about 15% of profits 

with supermarkets/hypermarkets on total sales. 

• The common abalone formats are chilled or fresh 

from South Korea or Australia. However, availability 

in this channel is limited with small quantities sold as 

many lack good storage conditions and there is 

irregular demand.

© Euromonitor International

• Australian brands are less widely available in 

some stores than Korean brands due to their high 

prices. Australian abalone are typically twice as 

expensive as all types of Korean abalone while 

they are 3-4 times more expensive than Chinese 

frozen formats.

• Australian abalone are trusted more by consumers in this 

channel especially for chilled with clear labels and brand 

names. They are still highly priced but this is usually offset 

by retailer promotions to increase awareness among a wider 

customer base.

• The availability of Australian or Korean abalone in 

this channel depends on how much importers’ 

stock is left after distribution through their own 

stores.

Product Offer

Australian Brands Positioning



Importers are the first step in abalone supply to Vietnam, followed by distribution to 
importers/distributors’ retail outlets, their e-commerce sites or rented fridges in supermarkets

18EXPORT MARKET DEVELOPMENT GUIDEBOOK: RETAIL CHANNELS
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• With importers’ retail stores, they are directly 

sourcing from foreign exporters while with 

distributors’ stores, abalone are purchased from large 

importers.

• For local abalone, they source them directly from local 

farmers/producers, who also act as distributors.

• Usually importers/distributors own or rent out the 

fridge or shelf selling abalone in supermarkets, thus 

large importers procure directly from foreign 

exporters to stock up their supermarket space, while 

distributors buy from large importers to stock up 

their supermarket space.

• For local abalone, they source them directly from 

local farmers/producers, who also act as distributors

Shelf spacing/Marketing

• Live abalone from Australia or South Korea are kept 

separately in similar water tanks with the same shelf 

space. For chilled and frozen abalone, most origins are 

stored in the same fridge divided into sections by 

country.

• Korean abalone benefit from promotional campaigns 

by the country’s exporting association: in-store 

promotions, discounts, free samples, restaurant chefs’ 

recommendations and online ads.

• About 80% of fresh or chilled abalone available in e-
commerce is imported, while only 20% is local. Of the 
imported abalone, Australian brands account for 60% 
and Korean brands, 40%. With canned abalone, the 
majority is from China. 

• The main promotion type in e-commerce is discounts 
on orders or cross-platform advertising to increase 
awareness.

• The availability of local products is highly 
dependent on seasonality. However, imported 
products are less affected by seasonality due to 
different supply sources. 

• Due to inconsistent supply, abalone are usually 
placed in the same place as other frozen seafood 
but are segmented by country of origin.

Importers/Distributors’ Retail Stores E-Commerce

• In general, e-commerce platforms are the online 

stores of offline retailers. Hence, with importers’ 

online stores, they will direct purchase from foreign 

exporters while local distributors’ online stores will 

have to source from importers.

• For local abalone, they source them directly from local 

farmers/producers, who also act as distributors.

Procurement

Supermarkets/Hypermarkets



Fresh black lip Australian abalone

© Euromonitor International
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Fresh black lip Korean abalone

Frozen Vietnamese abaloneFrozen Chinese abalone Fresh Vietnam abalone

Fresh tiger Australian abalone



Abalone are becoming more popular across foodservice from luxury experiences to tourism

20EXPORT MARKET DEVELOPMENT GUIDEBOOK: FOODSERVICE CHANNEL

Japanese culture, with fresh dishes such as

sashimi, is popular in Vietnam. The dish is

considered to offer the most nutrition as a large

amount of vitamins is lost during cooking. Hence,

the requirement for sashimi is 100% fresh and

high-quality ingredients which only imported,

live abalone can satisfy.

Australian abalone are superior in quality and

offer excellent flavour, which makes them the

best option for many 5-star restaurants.

Fresh abalone are used in sashimi dishes

Abalone soup is considered to be good for the

elderly as it helps to protect their organs and

bones thanks to its high level of calcium and

antioxidants. Abalone dishes can also help to

enhance the immune system and reduce the risk

of getting cancer.

Common soup dishes include crab/mushroom

abalone soup, pumpkin pork ribs abalone and

abalone soup with fish fin.

Abalone use in highly nutritious dishes Special dishes with abalone eaten during 
beach holidays

Like other seafood specialities, abalone attract

and trigger interest among tourists visiting

coastal villages. Especially areas in Nha Trang and

Phu Quoc, beach tourists are enticed to try

different seafood dishes at local seafood

restaurants in villages such as grilled abalone

with butter and spring onion, shaved abalone

sauteed with mushrooms, abalone braised with

crab whites, abalone rice, vegetable abalone

soup, steamed abalone with mustard-soy sauce,

etc.

© Euromonitor International



Abalone preference across foodservice channels varies according to restaurant types and 
serving dishes

21EXPORT MARKET DEVELOPMENT GUIDEBOOK: FOODSERVICE CHANNEL

• For 5-star hotel restaurants, the most prioritised purchasing criterion is quality. 

Hence, fresh Australian abalone are preferred due to their large size, firmness 

and high nutrition level.

• Almost 70% of abalone consumption through this channel comes from Australia 

such as fresh black lip/green lip abalone.

• Abalone is directly consumed in importer/distributor-owned restaurants which are 

typically located in their seafood stores. Varieties include all imported abalone from 

different countries.

• However, Korean abalone (85-90% of the total) are favoured more than Australian 

abalone for their medium size and cheaper price. Most dishes usually serve fresh 

abalone.

• Some smaller local restaurants can use a mix of local and imported abalone from 

South Korea to maximise profit.

© Euromonitor International

• This channel has strong preference for using imported abalone with 100% of 

volume coming from either Australia or South Korea. Australian abalone’s high 

positioning supports brand awareness and assures the highest quality for in-hotel 

foodservice. 

• Australian brands are used less than Korean abalone in this channel due to price 

competitiveness and regular trade promotions between importers/distributors 

and the Korean trade association.

Product Preferences

Australian Brands Positioning

Abalone (Importer/Distributor-Owned) Seafood Restaurants 5-Star Hotel Restaurants



Most chained and high-end restaurants typically use the specialisation of importers and 
distributors

22EXPORT MARKET DEVELOPMENT GUIDEBOOK: FOODSERVICE CHANNEL

• Within importer/distributor outlets, the abalone are delivered directly 

from the importer’s central warehouse. 

• By using imported sources, seasonality does not influence abalone 

availability. With local sources however, abalone volumes are highly 

impacted by the seasons.

• In terms of procurement, the majority of seafood restaurants will buy 

imported abalone from importers/distributors if they are not owned by 

the importer.

• For local abalone, small restaurants usually buy from wholesalers.

Abalone (Importer/Distributor-Owned) Seafood Restaurants 5-Star Hotel Restaurants

• These restaurants typically procure their entire abalone needs from 

imported products so there is no challenge relating to seasonality of 

products as Australian and Korean exporters usually provide all year round. 

• Restaurants usually purchase through importers or large wholesalers. 

© Euromonitor International

Procurement



Distribution

© Euromonitor International
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EastSea Seafood

Specialised seafood chain

Contact:

Số 2 ngõ 84, phố Trần Thái Tông, 

Cầu Giấy, Hanoi

Tel: +84 (0) 98 2023 048

Full Company Name

Hai Lu Seafood (Pham Gia Phat) 

Specialised seafood chain

Contact:

209 Hoang Dieu, Ward 8, District 

4, City. Ho Chi Minh City

Tel: +84 (0) 90 3978 688

Royal Seafood Calisa Food

Specialised seafood chain

Contact:

180 Tran Hung Dao Ward Nguyen 

Cu Trinh Nguyễn, Ho Chi Minh City

Tel: +84 (0) 90 6789 543

Specialised seafood chain

Contact:

538 Vo Van Kiet, Cau Kho Ward, 

District 1 - Ho Chi Minh City

Tel: +84 (0) 90 6890 168

24

Abalone are mainly sold via specialised seafood chains with some of their locations rented in 
supermarket seafood sections
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Facebook/Retailers’ Websites

Online Retailer

Website: Facebook of individual 

retailers/online store of 

retailers/wholesalers/importers

Product feature: 

- Various abalone formats from 

fresh to processed (canned/ 

packaged). Frozen format is 

more popular online

Shopee

Online Retailer

Website: 

https://shopee.vn/

Product feature: 

- Various abalone formats from 

fresh to processed (canned/ 

packaged). Frozen format is 

more popular online

Tiki Lazada

Online Retailer

Website:

https://tiki.vn/

Product feature: 

- Various abalone formats from 

fresh to processed (canned/ 

packaged). Frozen format is 

more popular online

Online Retailer

Website

https://www.lazada.vn/

Product feature: 

- Various abalone formats from 

fresh to processed (canned/ 

packaged). Frozen format is 

more popular online

25

Abalone market performance is more dynamic via e-commerce channel since COVID-19
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Sheraton Restaurant

Luxury hotel restaurants

Contact:

10 locations across Vietnam

Tel: +84 24 3719 9000 (Oven d‘Or 

Restaurant)

Tel: +84 8 6927 5022 

(Hemispheres Steak & Seafood 

Grill)

Intercontinental Restaurant

Luxury hotel restaurants

Contact:

9 Locations across Vietnam

Tel: +84 24 6270 8888

Seafood World EastSea Seafood

Abalone distributor’s restaurants

Contact:

Add 1: 18 Trần Kim Xuyến, Cầu Giấy, 

Hanoi

Tel: +84 (0) 90 461 0626

Add 2: 75A Trần Hưng Đạo, Hoàn 

Kiếm, Hanoi

Hotline: +84 (0) 90 604 2626

Add 3: Tháp C Golden Palace, 99 Mễ 

Trì, Hanoi

Hotline: +84 (0) 90 448 2626

Add 4: 60 Vũ Trọng Khánh, Hà Đông,

Hanoi

Hotline: +84 (0) 93 196 2626

Abalone distributor’s restaurants

Contact:

- No. 2, Lane 84, Tran Thai Tong Street, Cau 

Giay District, Hanoi

Tel: 042 245 6778 - 098 202 3048

- B1 floor, TimesCity Minh Khai Shopping 

Center, Hanoi

Tel: 093 638 8766 - 042 246 6966

- Floor B2 - R6 - 30 Royal City Shopping 

Center - 72 Nguyen Trai

Tel: 0931 269 289

- Number 3 - Tran Quoc Toan - Hoan Kiem

Tel: 0962 990 345

- 794 Lang Lang Tel: 0432 595 717 

26

Imported abalone are widely used in 5-star hotel restaurants or large local foodservice outlets
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Despite the large number of importers/distributors, a few players are considered the most 
trusted in the supply chain 
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Company Type Contact Details Website

Royal Seafood Ltd Importer/distributor/retailer 180 Tran Hung Dao Ward Nguyen Cu Trinh 

Nguyễn, Ho Chi Minh City

Tel: +84 (0) 90 6789 543

https://haisanhoanggia.com/

Calisa Food Ltd Importer/distributor/retailer 538 Vo Van Kiet, Cau Kho Ward, District 1 - Ho 

Chi Minh City

Tel: +84 (0) 90 6890 168

https://calisa.vn/

Pham Gia Phat Ltd Importer/distributor/retailer 209 Hoang Dieu, Ward 8, District 4, Ho Chi 

Minh City

Tel: +84 (0) 90 3978 688

http://phamgiaphat.com/index.html

EastSea Seafood Ltd Distributor/retailer Số 2 ngõ 84, phố Trần Thái Tông, Cầu Giấy, 

Hanoi

Tel: +84 (0) 98 202 3048

https://haisanbiendong.vn/

https://haisanhoanggia.com/
https://calisa.vn/
http://phamgiaphat.com/index.html
https://haisanbiendong.vn/
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Pricing strategy for abalone products is influenced by several layers of intermediaries before reaching the end-
consumer. Total price mark-up through the supply chain can be up to 30-50% of the importers’ price.
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Importers/distributors are the main suppliers of imported abalone, though sometimes sub-
distributors supply retail and foodservice depending on availability at the time of order

Source: Euromonitor International estimates basing on trade interviews and store audit results
Note: There are no tariffs and retail taxes applied to the average selling price.

Importer -
Distributor

Wholesaler

Fresh/Chilled/Frozen Abalone
Average Selling Price: AUD80 per kg

Retail End-Consumer

Foodservice

Imported Products Supply Chain

Fresh/Chilled/Frozen Abalone
Average Selling Price: AUD86 per kg

Average Selling Price: AUD104  
per kg (30% mark-up)

Average Selling Price:  
AUD112 per kg (30% 

mark-up)

Fresh Abalone
Average Selling Price: AUD83 per kg
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Only 15% of domestic abalone is supplied to end-consumers or small neighbourhood 
restaurants while 85% is purchased by intermediaries mainly via online sites

Source: Euromonitor International estimates based on store audit pricing, desk research and trade interviews for confirmation
Note: There is no tariffs and retail taxes applied to the average selling price.

Producer -
Distributor

Distributor, 
Wholesaler or 

Retailer

Average Selling Price: AUD33 per kg (Fresh)
AUD24 per kg (Frozen) 

(30% margin)

Retail

Local End-
Consumer

(Small, Local 
Restaurants) 
Foodservice

Fresh/Frozen Abalone
Average Selling Price:
AUD28 per kg (Fresh)

AUD20 per kg (Frozen)
(20% mark-up from 

producer price)

Fresh/Frozen Abalone
Average Selling Price: 
AUD30 per kg (Fresh)

AUD22 per kg (Frozen)
(10% margin from wholesaler price)

Locally-Produced Products Supply Chain Fresh/Frozen Abalone
AUD36 per kg (Fresh)

AUD26 per kg (Frozen)
(50% mark-up)Fresh/Frozen Abalone

Average Selling Price: AUD24 per kg (Fresh)
AUD17.3 per kg (Frozen)

Fresh/Frozen Abalone
Average Selling Price: 
AUD23 per kg (Fresh)

AUD16.6 per kg (Frozen)

Fresh/Frozen Abalone
Average Selling Price: AUD36 per kg (Fresh)

AUD26 per kg (Frozen)



Australian brands are usually 30-40% more expensive than key competitive products from 
South Korea and hugely more expensive than local products (3-4 times higher)
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• For imported live or chilled products, average 

price is AUD104-112 per kg, according to end-

use (restaurants or end-consumers). Of which, 

Australian and Korean abalone are key SKUs, 

with 30-40% higher prices for Australian 

products than Korean abalone. 

• E-commerce platform products usually receive 

15-20% discounts on the initial price. Hence, 

fresh imported abalone have an average price 

of AUD92 per kg.

• For salted, canned abalone the price is much 

higher and varies by product origin. Imported 

Australian abalone retail at AUD77 per 500g, 

while Chinese products retail at AUD60/500g 

and Vietnamese abalone at only AUD30-

36/500g

• The average price in this channel is similar to the 

price at importers’ retail stores as part of their 

distribution network. Average price for both live 

and chilled is AUD112 per kg for imported products 

and AUD36 per kg for local products.

© Euromonitor International

• Australian brands are positioned as premium 

price products which is usually 1.5-2 times 

higher than Korean products.

• On average Australian abalone are priced 30% 

higher than other imported products and 3-4 

times higher than local products. 

• However, the image of Australian products is 

more trusted with detailed labels and branding 

information. 

• Australian brands are not as common in this channel 

Their high price discourages regular grocery 

purchasing in supermarkets and the fierce 

competitiveness of other more affordable seafood 

types result in abalone being less available in this 

channel compared to other private importers’ retail 

stores.

Price Competition

Australian Brands Price Positioning

Importer Retail Stores E-Commerce Supermarkets
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Despite the highly fragmented landscape, a few local companies/importers such as Royal Seafood, 
Pham Gia Phat Ltd and Calisa Foods have gained a reputation as trusted sources in Vietnam.
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The abalone market is fragmented with 7% volume accounted by large importers while 93% 
volume left is acquired by small or individual retailers

Source: Euromonitor International estimates based on desk research analysis

Supplier
Volume Share 

2020
Unique Value Proposition

Royal Seafood Ltd 3%

• Royal Seafood has been established since 2002. The company is pioneering in import and processing and is the first 
business to successfully import fresh Korean abalone, Australian abalone and other seafood into Vietnam.

• The distribution network of Royal Seafood is the focal point to supply 2,000 large restaurants and hotel chains 
nationwide such as Sheraton, New World, Intercontinental, etc.

Calisa Food Ltd 2%

• The company has been established since 2015 with expertise in importing more than 70 species of seafood including 
Korean and Australian abalone. The client portfolio is diverse with either in-country large restaurants or Chinese 
customers. 

• Distribution of Calisa is nationwide with 70% focused on the North and re-exported to China and 30% to the southern 
network 

Pham Gia Phat Ltd 1%
• The company was founded in 2012 with the vision of bringing the freshest seafood to customers.
• The distribution model ranges from wholesale to retail and reaches across all large supermarket chains in Vietnam such 

as Coop Mart, Big C, Metro, Citimart, Lotte Mart, Aeon, Vinmart, Vingroup, Saigon Coop, SapoMart and Co.op Food.

EastSea Seafood Ltd 0.5%
• EastSea Seafood focuses on providing high-end seafood in Hanoi with a network of six branches across the city and also 

partners with large supermarket chains such as Big C, Lotte Mart and Aeon.
• The company has also increased brand awareness in foodservice with six restaurants in seafood retailing locations.

Seafood Island Ltd 0.5%

• Seafood Island is renowned for being the number one seafood provider in Ho Chi Minh City with a loyal customer base of 
up to 70,000 households making regular purchases and also the provider to key supermarket chains such as Aeon, Lotte 
Mart, Vinmart and Kingfood.

• It supplies more than 200 seafood species both domestically sourced or imported within 11 locations across the city. 
• The other retailers it supplies are micro to small enterprises with only 1-2 points of sale and mainly sell via online 

channels to reach scattered consumers and other retailers.



Vietnamese consumers prefer abalone sold via trusted and well-known retailers who can 
offer various product options
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Royal Seafood is most famous for its

reasonably-priced, high-quality and intense

flavour of Korean fresh abalone. The

products are accessible to all channels from

the importer’s retail stores to foodservice in

various sizes. The popular size per kilogram

is 10-12 abalone.

Royal Seafood - Fresh Korean Black Lip 
Abalone

Calisa Foods - Fresh Australian Abalone

© Euromonitor International

Korean fresh abalone with shell

Product picture of best seller brands 

of key suppli.e.rs mentioned in 

previous slide 

Australian abalone - high nutrition 
and intense flavour

Calisa Food is popular for its fresh Australian

abalone and Ralph’s Tasmanian Seafood

chilled/frozen variants thanks to their

freshness and premium taste. Fresh abalone

are commonly sold by 2-3 abalone/kg while

chilled or frozen formats are usually packed

4-6 abalone per kg.

Hieu Seafood - Vietnamese Abalone

Vietnamese abalone are small, with 
thin meat and less firm 

Hieu Seafood offers Vietnamese fresh or

frozen abalone. The products are favoured

for their affordable price, acceptable quality

and clear origin. The common pack size per

kg of Vietnamese abalone from Hieu Seafood

is 25-30 pieces.



Import and Trade Regulatory Landscape
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Abalone are not strictly controlled products when imported into Vietnam, importers only have to follow the 
phytosanitary inspection certification and general labelling requirements for customs clearance while 
packaging and transportation methods are based more upon bilateral agreements between importers and 
exporters.
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Vietnam’s customs requires standardised regulations for imported abalone like other seafood 
products and this it adjustable based on voluntary packaging agreements between companies 

Packaging Requirements

Strict packaging and storage conditions at low
temperatures and bacteria-free to maintain abalone
quality

• There are no specific requirements for packaging of abalone
imported into Vietnam.

• Exporters and importers make voluntary agreements on
packaging conditions for abalone to maintain quality, due to the
potential for high death rates for imported products.

• For live abalone, the containers must be kept in a water-
filled condition during transportation

• For chilled and frozen abalone, the temperature must be
lowered by IQF (Individually Quick Frozen) method to
solidify and freeze the water and reduce bacteria. They
are then packaged in vacuum-sealed plastic bags.

• Live abalone requires the species to be granted with a market
access and animal health inspection certificate, while for
chilled/frozen abalone, the exporters must be approved per the list
of establishments allowed to export seafood to Vietnam.
Chilled/frozen product quality declaration to local government
must be done by importers to be able to sell in the market.
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Labelling Requirements

Imported seafood products must follow the
specific information on the label

• Under Decree 43/2017/NĐ-CP, the Ministry of Science and
Technology regulates imported fishery products’ labels which
must contain information in accordance with specifications:
Quantity, date of production, expiration date, ingredients, usage
instruction, warning sign (if any), contact number (if any), etc.

• The label and trade and scientific names must be clarified in the
product description for customs clearance. If the labels have
different information compared to registered customs
documents, the arriving abalone will not be approved for import.

Source: Euromonitor International as per Customs Offices in Vietnam
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Abalone importers must follow strict storage conditions and prepare for various certificates 
and approval from government bodies

Transportation Requirements

Fast delivery and appropriate method of storage 
underpin the quality of imported abalone

• When importing live abalone, the storage method is highly important
to keep abalone as fresh as possible and reduce the death rate. Live
abalone are placed on plastic sheets in styrofoam containers filled
with water to the bottom of the plastic. Importers coat a thin layer
of fresh seaweed on top and between the plastic sheets and
constantly keep this aerated during transportation.

• Prior to transportation, frozen or chilled abalone must be kept at a
low temperature by the IQF (Individually Quick-Frozen) method to
solidify and freeze the water and reduce bacteria. During
transportation, importers must use refrigerated containers to
maintain a constant low temperature for the products.

• Lead times between Australia and Vietnam (centre to centre)
via maritime routes are around 25-30 days to arrive at the port and
1-3 days for customs clearance. Lead times are much faster by air
routes, just one day for transport and customs clearance.
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Documentation and Customs’ Processes

Importing abalone must strictly follow the phytosanitary 
test procedure to receive customs clearance

• Procedures for importing fresh/live abalone follow two steps before customs
clearance will be approved:

• Importers must apply for a licence to import fresh/live abalone from
the Directorate of Fisheries and Department of Animal Health.
Documents required include application for licence to import fresh
abalone; photo or drawing depicting abalone applied for import
with trade name, scientific name; description of biological
characteristics of abalone requested for import permission;
certificate of origin (requested to exporters); plan on inspection
and supervision. This process usually takes 2-3 weeks to complete.

• Register for the phytosanitary test for abalone. Application includes
phytosanitary form; certificate of phytosanitary from exporting
countries (requested to exporters) and importer licence for
importing live/fresh seafood.

• Customs clearance process includes pre-clearance, customs clearance and
post-clearance. The most time-consuming process is pre-clearance which
can take about 1-1.5 months to collect required documents from exporters
and government bodies.

Source: Euromonitor International as per Customs Offices in Vietnam
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Abalone are mainly imported through two airports in the South and North of Vietnam which 
all have direct routes to imported countries like Australia and Korea

Noi Bai International Airport, Hanoi 

Noi Bai International Airport is currently regularly 

operating 47 aircraft parking positions, receiving regular 

flights, non-routine flights, private aircraft, operating 24 

hours. Total volume of goods and parcels transported has 

reached 405,407 tonnes.
Vietnam’s Ports of Entry

Tan Son Nhat International Airport, Ho Chi Minh City

Tan Son Nhat International Airport is currently the busiest 

airport and has the highest cargo volume in the country. 

The volume of goods and parcels transported is over 

412,021 tonnes.

Noi Bai is the main entry point for
imported abalone in the North
connecting with either South Korea or
Australia. It is located far from the city
centre about 30km away. Roughly 50%
of imported abalone is transported via
this airport.

Tan Son Nhat International Airport is
within the centre of Ho Chi Minh City
(in the South). Hence, it is fast and
convenient to transport live abalone
within a short distance to the
consumption hub in the city centre.
About 45% of abalone are imported via
this airport.

#

Marine transport is not applicable for
live abalone due to the long lead time
but is typically used for the frozen
format. Total volume of abalone
imported via marine ports is about 5%.

Hai Phong Port, Hai Phong City

Hai Phong port is the second largest port in Vietnam with a

capacity of 10 million tonnes of goods per year. Total port

length is 2,600 metres with large warehouses of more than

50,000 sq m.

Cat Lai Port (Tan Cang Sai Gon Port), Ho Chi Minh City

Tan Cang Sai Gon is the largest port complex in Vietnam with

a chain of seaports in Ho Chi Minh City such as Tan Cang, Cat

Lai, Cai Mep and Hiep Phuoc (total of 18 ports) connecting

with more than one million sq m of ICD and inland

transportation fleets.
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Australian exporters have an advantage in selling most abalone formats into Vietnam except 
for frozen abalone with an 8% tariff from 2021 and 5% tariff from 2022

Vietnam Tariffs and Quotas

Imported product picture 

The tariff level was determined by the 

General Department of Customs with 

adjustment based on import realisation of the 

previous year and other considerations such 

as contribution to state annual budget or 

protection for domestic industry and 

production.

Currently, abalone are not under the list of 

imported products limited by quota. Vietnam 

only imposes quotas on salt, raw tobacco, 

poultry eggs, refined sugar and raw sugar.

Among abalone formats, the most 

competitive from Australia are fresh, chilled 

or live with 0%. Australia is also one of two 

countries allowed to import live abalone into 

Vietnam along with South Korea. However, 

South Korea has more of an advantage with a 

0% tariff for smoked, dried and salted 

abalone. 

HS codes: 030781, 030783, 030787 and 030789

Standard Tariff Rate for live, fresh and chilled 
abalone (030781) or frozen abalone (030783)

5.0%

Preferential Rate (FTAs) for Australia with live, 
fresh and chilled abalone (030781) or other dried, 
salted and smoked abalone (030787)

0.0%

Source: Vietnamimport and export tariff schedule 2018-2022 for free trade agreement 
Asean-Australia-New Zealand (AANZFTA) - under 158/2017/NĐ-CP Decree 

Preferential Rate (FTAs) for Australia with frozen 
abalone (030783)

8.0% (2021)

5.0% (2022)

Standard Tariff Rate for other dried, salted and 
smoked abalone (030787)

15.0%



Opportunities and Challenges
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Australian abalone should consider using its advantages in terms of high quality and trustworthiness for 
commercialising brands as well as being one of the very few countries allowed to import live abalone. 
Australian brands are best advised to establish stronger relationships with different levels of stakeholders 
across the value chain, from trade associations to players such as importers, distributors and retailers in 
order to consolidate their competitive position in the market.
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OPPORTUNITIES

Australian exporters should focus on the premium image of 
abalone from Australia

• There are two opportunities for Australian abalone exporters, 
firstly retail, but specifically targeting high-end supermarkets/ 
hypermarkets where the majority of middle-high-income 
consumers visit for their shopping needs and these are primarily 
the major consumer group for abalone in Vietnam.

• Secondly, Australian exporters can benefit from the perceived 
premium and high-quality image of Australian abalone and expand 
further in the foodservice channel and specifically 5-star hotel 
restaurants that prefer and serve only high-quality products.

• Strong relationships between Korean importers and local players 
currently exist. This is further supported by the Korean trade 
association’s active promotion campaigns, which include free 
sampling at retail outlets in addition to banners/booths that are 
run during high-demand seasons such as Lunar New Year.

• The competitive pricing offered by Korean abalone has been key 
in attracting both retailers for better margins and affordability 
for end-consumers. The average price of fresh Korean abalone is 
VND880,000 per kg equivalent to AUD50.8/kg, while Australian 
fresh abalone have an average price of VND1,720,000 per kg, 
equivalent to AUD99.4/kg.

CHALLENGES

Competitors have strong trade and government 
relationships, and faster delivery to limit the death rate for 
fresh abalone
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